OUR ENVIRONMENTAL BEST

At Cambria, we’re committed to long term environmental responsibility

Managing and minimizing our impact
on the environment in both our product
offerings and our daily operations is an
important part of our business. As the
only producer of natural quartz surfaces in
the United States, Cambria offers distinct
advantages in the areas of environmental
health, safety and sustainability.
In a nutshell, we want our product to
have a big impact on our customers . . .
not our environment.

Natural Product Attributes
Natural quartz; one of the most abundant minerals on earth is twice as
strong as granite lasting far longer than other countertop materials.
Nonporous and nonabsorbent resisting stains such as coffee, tea and wine.
The only quartz surface produced in the USA, resulting in lower
transportation requirements. All other quartz surfacing products are
manufactured primarily in the Middle East, Asia and Europe.
SM
GREENGUARD For Children and Schools certified.
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®.
Contributes to projects achieving LEED points.
Certified by NSF International (Standard 51-Food Equipment Materials) as
safe for use as a food preparation surface.
Radon free.

Responsible Business Practices
100% of the water in our production plants is recycled.
Recycled water from an on-site storm drainage
pond is used to irrigate the grounds of the manufacturing plant.
The Department of Energy (DOE) continually works with Cambria
to implement energy saving procedures at Cambria facilities.
Fleet vehicles include hybrids.
A-frame shipping crates that transport slabs
and fabricated product are recycled and refurbished.
All diamond-metal tooling is retooled and re-used.
Scrap material is collected and used as
road base material on local construction projects.
All computer equipment and batteries are recycled after use.
General office waste is sent for recycling
(paper, plastics, ink cartridges, etc.).
Collateral & sales materials are printed on
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified paper.
Environmental best practices are promoted through
training programs at Cambria University.

Cambria Environmental
Quartz Mining Practices
Not only does Cambria purchase its quartz primarily in North American
mines, we also work with our mining partners to ensure that every
step is taken to fully restore the quarry site after quartz extraction. By
stabilizing the slopes of waste rock piles and reclaiming the flat surface
with soil and vegetation, the site is preserved in its natural surroundings.
Cambria takes pride in knowing that this commitment to environmental
restoration leaves behind a large fresh-water lake teeming with fish and
surrounded by the native flora and fauna.

A Cambria Countertop is Beautiful, Durable and Earth Friendly
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